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ABSTRACT 

 

 In 1972, Yamaha introduce the Mono-shock single shock absorber rear suspension system 

on their motorcycles competing in the Motocross World Championships (1). The objective of this 

project is to make a user-friendly device for assemble and dissemble spring from monoshock 

system. Next, monoshock is very important in any vehicle to get the best comfort and safety on the 

road. This research is about creating device to compress monoshock spring. This system is support 

with big spring. To dissemble it, user should remove the spring. So, this device will help user to 

use less human energy and improve safety precaution while remove the spring and avoid any 

injuries. In this research, all the fabricated steps already been applied to make the real prototype. 

After completing the project of monoshock compressor, it finally can function as it should be which 

can compress the monoshock spring safely and the objective been achieved.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1  Background of Study 

 

 As general information, mono-shock were created to absorb force to make safer and 

comfortable riding experience. This technology is important in motorcycle industry. The 

monoshock technology were created from several main part which is one of them is spring. 

This research will focus on creating a device that can remove the spring. The main idea of 

'Mono-shock Compressor' is to help foreman or professional technician to change 

component in mono-shock. To make this possible, the first process is to study another 

design that some company already produce.  

 

Secondly, to create monoshock compressor, it needs some metal sheet, old brake disc, 

one set of car jack, and some bearing to use as adjustment component. All the material to 

produce this device is from reusable item to cut cost. This also will benefit our environment 

by make good of waste to become useable again. Estimate cost for this project is below 

Rm250 for the material only. This issue will be depending by availability of the product in 

market now. The cost might change time by time.  

 

Furthermore, some process will be used to produce this device. For example, Lathe, 

Milling, Fitting, Sheet Metal and Welding will be applied. All process will be conduct in 

UiTM Pasir Gudang Workshop and the estimate time to complete it is 14 weeks and all the 

tests will also be held to follow the S.O.P.  

 

Otherwise, after completing the device’s prototype and confirm achieving target for 

user such as safe, user friendly and compact, the design will focus on detailing such as paint 

the monoshock compressor. This will attract trust for user to get this device because it 

contains look that tells it’s a finish and complete product. Some manufacturer does not care 

about this issue but it’s actually very important for marketing the product. 

 


